
This webcast will provide participants with professional development in equity and justice through naming systemic racism and unpacking its implications on the lived experiences of racially minoritized people in STEM. Through the CRT-informed approach, participants will receive tangible tools and resources that prompt awareness, understanding, and action toward racial equity and justice through individual-personal as well as individual-professional roles and responsibilities.

Register:
bit.ly/TerrellMortonWebcast

Dr. Terrell R. Morton is an alumnus of North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University, where he earned a BS in Chemistry. He earned his MS in Neuroscience from the University of Miami and his Ph.D. in Education with a concentration in Learning Sciences and Psychological Studies from UNC Chapel-Hill. Dr. Morton identifies as a Scholar-Activist! His research and work focus on identity as it informs the persistence and engagement of racialized and minoritized students in STEM postsecondary education. Through his research, he advocates for identity, justice, and joy to be fundamental for education as works to transform STEM learning environments. He is an accomplished, emerging scholar, having published in an array of academic journals and obtaining $2.1 million dollars in external grant funding. Through every endeavor, he strives to “walk it like I talk it.”
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